We solve the dynamics of on-line Hebbian learning in large perceptrons exactly, for the regime where the size of the training set scales linearly with the number of inputs. We consider both noiseless and noisy teachers. Our calculation cannot be extended to non-Hebbian rules, but the solution provides a convenient and welcome benchmark with which to test more general and advanced theories for solving the dynamics of learning with restricted training sets.
Introduction
Considerable progress has been made in understanding the dynamics of supervised learning in layered artificial neural networks through the application of the methods of statistical mechanics. A recent review of work in this field is contained in [1] . For the most part, such theories have concentrated on systems where the training set is much larger than the number of weight updates. In such circumstances the probability that any given question will be repeated during the training process is negligible and it is possible to assume for large networks, via the central limit theorem, that their local field distribution is always Gaussian. In this paper we consider restricted training sets; we suppose that the size p of the training set scales linearly with N , the number of inputs. As a consequence the probability that a question will reappear during the training process is no longer negligible, the assumption that the local fields have Gaussian distributions is not tenable, and it is clear that correlations will develop between the weights and the questions in the training set as training progresses. In fact, the non-Gaussian character of the local fields should be a prediction of any satisfactory theory of learning with restricted training sets, as this is clearly demanded by numerical simulations.
Several authors [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] have discussed learning with restricted training sets but constructing a general theory is difficult. A simple model of learning with restricted training sets which can be solved exactly is therefore particularly attractive and provides a yardstick against which more difficult and sophisticated general theories can, in due course, be tested and compared. We show how this can be accomplished for on-line Hebbian learning in perceptrons with restricted training sets and we obtain exact solutions for the generalization error, the training error and the field distribution for a class of noisy teacher networks and student networks with arbitrary weight decay. We work out in detail the two particular but representative cases of output noise and Gaussian weight noise. Our theory is found to be in excellent agreement with numerical simulations and our predictions for the probability density of the student field are a striking confirmation of them, making it clear that we are indeed dealing with local fields which are non-Gaussian. An outline of our results is to appear in the conference proceedings [8] .
Definitions and Explicit Microscopic Expressions
We study on-line learning in a student perceptron S, which tries to learn a task defined by a noisy teacher perceptron T . The student input-output mapping is specified by a weight vector J according to
For a given J , this is a deterministic mapping from binary inputs to binary outputs. The teacher output T (ξ), on the other hand, is stochastic. In its most general form, it is determined by the probabilities P (T = ±1|ξ). These are related to the average teacher output T (ξ) for a given input ξ by
To ensure that this noisy teacher mapping can be thought of as the corrupted output of an underlying 'clean' perceptron with weights B * , we make the mild assumption that the average teacher output can be written in the form
with some function τ (y). In other words, the noise process preserves, on average, the perceptron structure of the teacher. The uncorrupted teacher weight vector is taken to be normalized such that (B * ) 2 = 1, with each component
2 ). We also assume that inputs are sampled randomly from a uniform distribution 1 on {−1, 1} N . Typical values of the (uncorrupted) 'teacher field' y are then of O(1); in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞ that we will be interested in, y is Gaussian with zero mean and unit variance.
The class of noise processes allowed by (2) is quite large and includes the standard cases of output noise and Gaussian weight noise that are often discussed in the literature. For output noise, the sign of the clean teacher output sgn(y) is inverted with probability λ, i.e.,
For Gaussian weight noise, the teacher output is produced from a corrupted teacher weight vector B. The corrupted weights B differ from B * by the addition of Gaussian noise of standard deviation Σ/ √ N to each component, i.e.,
The scaling with N here is chosen to get a sensible result in the thermodynamic limit (corrupted and clean weights clearly need to be of the same order). The corrupted teacher field is then z = B · ξ = y + ∆, with ∆ a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance Σ 2 , and hence
In the numerical examples presented later, we will focus on the above two noise models. But our analytical treatment applies to any teacher that is compatible with the assumption (2). This covers, for example, the more complex cases of 'reversed wedge' teachers (where τ (y) = sgn(y) for |y| > d and τ (y) = − sgn(y) otherwise, d being the wedge 'thickness') and noisy generalizations of these. Our learning rule will be the on-line Hebbian rule, i.e.
where the non-negative parameters γ and η are the weight decay and the learning rate, respectively. Learning starts from an initial set of student weights J 0 ≡ J(0), for which we assume (as for the teacher weights) that
2 ). At each iteration step ℓ a training example, comprising an input vector ξ µ(ℓ) and the corresponding teacher output T µ(ℓ) , is picked at random (with replacement) from the training set D. This training set consists of p = αN examples, D = {(ξ µ , T µ ), µ = 1 . . . p}; it remains unchanged throughout the learning process. Each training input vector ξ µ is assumed to be randomly drawn from {−1, 1} N (independently of other training inputs, and of J 0 and B * ), and the output T µ = T (ξ µ ) provided by the noisy teacher. We call this kind of scenario 'consistent noise': To each training input corresponds a single output value which is produced by the teacher once and for all before learning begins; the teacher is not asked to produce new noisy outputs each time a training input is selected for a weight update.
There are two sources of randomness in the above scenario. First of all there is the random realization of the 'path' Ω = {µ(0), µ(1), µ(ℓ), . . .}. This is simply the dynamic randomness of the stochastic process that gives the evolution of the vector J; it arises from the random selection of examples from the training set. Averages over this process will be denoted as . . . . Secondly there is the randomness in the composition of the training set. We will write averages over all training sets as . . . sets . We note that
and that averages over all possible realizations of the training set are given by
where ξ µ ∈ {−1, 1} N . Our aim is to evaluate the performance of the on-line Hebbian learning rule (6) as a function of the number of training steps m. This calculation becomes tractable in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞; the appropriate time variable in this limit is t = m/N . Basic quantities of interest are the generalization error and the training error. The generalization error, which we choose to measure with respect to the clean teacher, is the probability of student and (clean) teacher producing different outputs on a randomly chosen test input. Hence E g = θ[−(J ·ξ)(B * ·ξ)] ξ , with the usual result
Here Q = J 2 is the squared length of the student weight vector, and R = B * ·J its overlap with the teacher weights. These are our basic scalar observables. The training error E t is the fraction of errors that the students makes on the training set, i.e., the fraction of training outputs that are predicted incorrectly. It is given by
where P (x, T ) is the joint distribution of the student fields x = J ·ξ and the teacher outputs T over the training set. Because the teacher outputs depend on the teacher fields, according to P (T |y) = 1 2 [1 + T τ (y)], it is useful to include the latter and to calculate the distribution P (x, y, T ); we will see later that this also leads to a rather transparent form of the result. Formally, the joint field/output distribution is defined in the obvious way,
For infinitely large systems, N → ∞, one can prove that the fluctuations in mean-field observables such as {Q, R, P (x, y, T )}, due to the randomness in the dynamics, will vanish [6] . Furthermore one assumes, with convincing support from numerical simulations, that for N → ∞ the evolution of such observables, when observed for different random realizations of the training set, will be reproducible (i.e., the sample-to-sample fluctuations will also vanish, which is called 'self-averaging'). Both properties are central ingredients of all current theories. We are thus led to the introduction of averages of our observables, both with respect to the dynamical randomness and with respect to the randomness in the training set (always to be carried out in precisely this order):
The large N -limits here are taken at constant t and α, i.e., with the number of weight updates and the number of training examples scaling as m = N t and p = N α, respectively. Iterating the learning rule (6), we find an explicit expression for the student weight vector after m training steps:
where
Eq. (11) will be the natural starting point for our calculation. We will also frequently encounter averages of the form v · ξ T (ξ) ξ,T which we now calculate. The average over T is trivial and, using assumption (2), gives v·ξ τ (B * · ξ) ξ . Provided all components of the vector v are of the same order, v = v · ξ and y = B * · ξ become zero mean Gaussian variables for N → ∞ with vy = v · B * and y 2 = (B * ) 2 = 1. By averaging over v first for fixed y, we thus obtain the desired result
with the familiar short-hand Dy = (2π)
Using (3) and (5), one thus finds for the proportionality constant ρ
for the two noise models that we will consider in some detail.
Simple Scalar Observables
It is a simple matter to calculate the values of Q and R after m learning steps, using (6) . For Q, we find
We now average both with respect to dynamical (or path) randomness and with respect to the randomness in the training set, and take the limit N → ∞ at constant learning time t = m/N (see (9)). Separating out the terms with ℓ = ℓ ′ from the double sum, and using (12), we obtain
.
Here Q 0 = J 2 0 and R 0 = J 0 · B * are the squared length and overlap of the initial student weights, respectively. After averaging over the dynamical randomness, the average in the last term becomes ( 
The terms with µ = ν each contribute (ξ µ ) 2 = N to this sum; the others make a contribution of ρ 2 each, as one finds by applying (12) twice. Assembling everything, we have
where ρ is given by equations (13, 14) in the examples of output noise and Gaussian weight noise, respectively, and more generally by (12). In a similar manner we find that
We note in passing that our calculations easily generalize to the case of a variable learning rate η(t). Sums such as η N tN ℓ=0 σ tN −ℓ would simply be replaced by
which reduces to the familiar result in the case when η is constant. Other sums involving a variable learning rate can be treated in similar fashion. The generalization error follows directly from the above results and (7); its asymptotic value is Relation between the real output error probability λ real and the effective output error probability λ eff for noisy teachers. For output noise the two are identical. One observes that, for the same 'real' noise level, weight noise is significantly less disruptive to the learning process than output noise.
More generally, one sees from (15,16) that (for N → ∞) all noisy teachers with the same ρ will give the same generalization error at any time t. This is true, in particular, of output noise and Gaussian weight noise when their respective parameters λ and Σ are related by 1 − 2λ = (1+Σ 2 )
More generally, one can use (13) to associate, with any type of teacher noise obeying our basic assumption (2), an effective output noise parameter λ eff given by
Note, however, that this effective teacher error probability λ eff will in general not be identical to the real teacher error probability λ real . The latter is defined as the probability of an incorrect teacher output for a random input, λ real = P (T = − sgn(B * · ξ)|ξ) ξ . Using (1), this can be
, and with (2) one obtains
Comparing with (18), one sees that in the effective error probability that is relevant to our Hebbian learning process, errors for inputs with large teacher fields y are weighted more heavily than in the real error probability. For output noise, this is irrelevant because the probability of an incorrect teacher error is independent of y, and λ real and λ eff are therefore identical. For Gaussian weight noise, on the other hand, errors are most likely to occur near the decision boundary of the teacher (y = 0). These are suppressed by the weighting in the effective error probability, and so λ eff < λ real . Explicitly, one finds in this case λ real = 1 π arctan Σ, and from (14),
; the relation between effective and real error probabilities for Gaussian weight noise (see figure 1) is therefore
We now briefly consider whether the generalization error E g (t) can have a minimum at a finite time t, i.e., whether overtraining can occur in our problem. After a straightforward but tedious calculation we find that E g (t) as given by (7, 15, 16 ) is stationary at the point t = t * , where
Here E g,0 ≡ E g (0) is the initial generalization performance of the student. It turns out that E g (t) has a minimum at t * if the numerator of the logarithm in equation (20) is negative. Of course, t * must be real and positive -which demands that the denominator of the logarithmic term in (20) be negative, and that the numerator be less than the denominator. This implies that E g (t) will have a minimum at t * if
and
In writing (21) we have made the reasonable assumption that E g,0 ∈ [0, 2 ], corresponding to an initial performance no worse than random guessing. When the conditions (21) are satisfied the generalization error has a minimum at t * and overtraining occurs for t > t * . However, in practice this phenomenon does not appear to be of great significance, with typically t * < 1.
Joint Field Distribution
The calculation of the average of the joint field distribution starting from equation (10) is more difficult than that of the scalar observables. It is convenient to work in terms of the characteristic functionP
using equations (8,10,11), we then find that
Performing the path average gives
After substitution of this result into (23), only a training set average remains. Once this has been carried out, all terms in the sum over µ will be exactly equal. Anticipating this by setting µ = 1, we getP 
the exponential therefore has an argument of O(N −1/2 ) and can be Taylor expanded. Terms up to O(1/N ) (i.e., up to second order) need to be retained because of the sum over the O(N ) values of ℓ, and so
where contributions of O(N −1/2 ) have been discarded. Transforming the first sum over l into an integral over time (by considering appropriate Riemann sums), we then obtain
Further progress requires considering the statistics of the random variables u 1 and u 2 . For N → ∞, the v ν are independent Gaussian variables with zero mean and unit variance. By the central limit theorem, u 2 therefore has fluctuations of O(N −1/2 ) and can be replaced by its average u 2 = 1 in the thermodynamic limit. Similarly, because the products v ν T ν are uncorrelated for different ν, u 1 becomes Gaussian in this limit. Using (12), its mean and variance can be calculated as
We conclude that, for large N , u 1 = ρ B * · ξ 1 + α −1/2û , whereû is a unit variance Gaussian random variable with mean zero. We are now in a position to average S as given by (25) over all realizations of {(ξ ν , T ν ), ν > 1}, with the result
Inserting this into equation (24) for the characteristic function, we are left with a final average over ξ 1 and T 1 , with the former entering only through the fields u = J 0 · ξ 1 and y 1 = B * · ξ 1 :
We now observe that T 1 only depends on y 1 , but not on u; correspondingly, u is independent of T 1 if y 1 is given. For large N , the two fields u and y 1 are zero mean Gaussian random variables with u 2 = Q 0 , uy 1 = R 0 and (y 1 ) 2 = 1. The average of the u-dependent factor in (27), for given y 1 , is therefore
Inserting this into (27), and using (15,16), one finds that the terms in the exponential which are linear inx combine to a term proportional to R(t), whereas the quadratic terms inx conspire to give a contribution proportional to Q(t) − R 2 (t):
Finally, we recast this result in terms of the conditional distribution of x, given y and T . To do this, first note that the distribution of y 1 and T 1 that is to be averaged over on the right hand side of (28) is just the distribution of the teacher field y and the teacher output T over the training set. We rename them appropriately and write out the definition (22) of the characteristic function on the left hand side:
Equality for allŷ andT implies that
and hence our final result 2
which is remarkably simple. In particular, we note that in this conditional distribution of x, the noise properties enter only through the parameter ρ; in fact, they only affect the factor exp(−ixRy), while both Q − R 2 and χ(xT ) are actually independent of ρ. Eq. (29) also shows that the dependence of the student field on y and T can be written in the simple form
where ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 are random variables which are independent of each other and of y and T . Remarkably, they also do not depend on any properties of the noisy perceptron teacher: ∆ 1 is simply Gaussian with zero mean and variance Q − R 2 , while the distribution of ∆ 2 follows from the characteristic function exp(−i∆∆ 2 ) = exp(χ(∆)). All non-Gaussian features of the student field distribution are encoded in ∆ 2 . Because χ(·) is inversely proportional to α, the size of the training set, it is immediately obvious how the student field distribution recovers its Gaussian form for α → ∞.
Using the fact that y is Gaussian with zero mean and unit variance, the training error E tr and student field probability density P t (x) follow from (29) as
in which Dy = (2π)
y 2 dy. We note again that the dependence of E tr and P t (x) on the specific noise model -for a given value of ρ -arises solely through P (T |y). We remind the reader that this teacher output probability is given by (3),
for the case of output noise, while for weight noise (5) implies
Comparison with Numerical Simulations
From the theoretical point of view, equations (29,30,31) constitute the clearest expression of our results on the joint field distribution since the dependence of the distribution on the given noise has been separated out in a transparent manner. However, we have found that another equivalent formulation can be useful from the point of view of numerical computations. This is detailed in the appendix. It will be clear that there is a large number of parameters that one could vary in order to generate different simulation experiments with which to test our theory. Here we have to restrict ourselves to presenting a number of representative results. Figure 2 shows, for the output noise model, how the probability density P t (x) of the student fields x = J ·ξ develops in time, starting as a Gaussian distribution at t = 0 (following random initialization of the student weight vector) and evolving into a highly non-Gaussian bi-modal one. Figure 3 compares our predictions for the generalization and training errors E g and E tr with the results of numerical simulations (again for teachers corrupted by output noise) for different initial conditions, E g,0 = 0 and E g,0 = 0.5, and for different choices of the two most important parameters λ (which controls the amount of teacher noise) and α (which measures the relative size of the training set). The system is found to have no persistent memory of its past (which will be different for some other learning rules), the asymptotic values of E g and E tr being independent of the initial student vector 3 Figure 4 shows the probability density P t (x) of the student fields x = J · ξ for the Gaussian weight noise model, with effective error probability λ eff chosen identical to the error probability used to produce the corresponding graphs 2 for output noise. Finally we show in figure 5 an example of a comparison between the error measures corresponding to teachers corrupted by output noise and teachers corrupted by Gaussian weight noise, both with identical effective output noise probability λ eff = 0.2. Here our theory predicts both noise types to exhibit identical generalization errors and almost identical training errors (with a difference of the order of 10 −4 , see the appendix) at any time. These predictions are borne out by the corresponding numerical simulations (carried out with networks of size N = 10,000). We conclude from these figures that in all cases investigated the theoretical results give an extremely satisfactory account of the numerical simulations, with finite size effects being unimportant for the system sizes considered.
Careful inspection shows that for Hebbian learning there are no true overfitting effects, not even in the case of large λ and small γ (for large amounts of teacher noise, without regularization via weight decay). Minor finite time minima of the generalization error are only found for very short times (t < 1), in combination with special choices for parameters and initial conditions. For time-dependent learning rates, however, preliminary work indicates that overfitting can occur quite generically.
Discussion
Starting from a microscopic description of Hebbian on-line learning in perceptrons with restricted training sets, of size p = αN where N is the number of inputs, we have developed an exact theory in terms of macroscopic observables which has enabled us to predict the generalization error and the training error, as well as the probability density of the student local fields, in the limit N → ∞. Our results are found to be in excellent agreement with numerical simulations, as carried out for systems of size N = 5,000 and N = 10,000, and for various choices of the model parameters, both for teachers corrupted by output noise and for teachers corrupted by Gaussian input noise. Generalizations of our calculations to scenarios involving, for instance, time-dependent learning rates or time-dependent decay rates are straightforward. Closer analysis of the results for these cases, and for more complicated teachers such as noisy 'reversed wedges', may be an issue for future work.
Although it will be clear that our present calculations cannot be extended to non-Hebbian rules, since they ultimately rely on our ability to write down the microscopic weight vector J at any time in explicit form (11), they do indeed provide a significant yardstick against which more sophisticated and more general theories can be tested. In particular, they have already played a valuable role in assessing the conditions under which a recent general theory of learning with restricted training sets, based on a dynamical version of the replica formalism, is exact [6, 7] . 
A Evaluation of the Field Distribution and Training Error
In this appendix, we give alternative forms of our main results (29,30,31) for the joint field distribution and training error that are more suitable for numerical work. For this purpose, it is useful to shift attention from the noisy teacher output T to the corrupted teacher field z that produces it; the two are linked by T = sgn(z). This is entirely natural in the case of Gaussian weight noise. As discussed after eq. (4), z then differs from the clean teacher field y by an independent zero mean Gaussian variable with variance Σ 2 ; explicitly, one has the conditional distribution
(Gaussian weight noise).
The case of output noise can be treated similarly, by assuming that z is identical to y with probability 1 − λ, but has the opposite sign with probability λ:
We now consider the joint distribution P t (x, y, z). It can be derived by complete analogy with the calculation in section 4. For the conditional distribution of x, one finds that
Intuitively, this follows from the fact that during learning, the student only ever sees the noisy teacher output sgn(z), but not the corrupted field z itself; the student field x can therefore depend on z only through sgn(z). Multiplying by the joint distribution of y and z, and using the result (29), one thus finds, for the case of output noise,
with the marginal distribution
The corresponding expressions in the case of Gaussian weight noise read
In both cases, the training error and the probability distribution of the student field x are then determined by
respectively. For a numerical computation of these two quantities, it is imperative to further reduce the number of integrations analytically, which turns out to be possible. In the following, we drop the time subscript t on all distributions to save notation.
First we deal with the case of output noise. In the marginal distribution (33), we make the change of variablex = k sgn(z) to get
The training error is
In terms of Π(x) we have the formulae
The function Π(x) can be further simplified by decomposing χ into its real (χ r = Re(χ)) and imaginary (χ i = Im(χ)) parts:
in which
and 1 F 1 (. . .) is the degenerate hypergeometric function (see [9] , page 1058). From equation (36) we now immediately obtain our final result for the student field distribution:
To further simplify the expression (36) for the training error, we write Secondly we need to consider the behaviour of
Qk 2 +χr(k) cos[kL − χ i (k)]G(kR) (
in the limit L → ∞. We set u = kR and note that, because Q ≥ R 2 , one has e Finally, χ(k) is independent of L and is bounded as a function of k; in fact, from (26), |χ(k)| ≤ 2α −1 t. It follows by an application of the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma (see e.g. [10] ) that the integral (41) tends to zero as L → ∞. We conclude that for output noise the training error is given by 
where G(. . .) is defined by (38).
The procedure for Gaussian weight noise is similar to that of output noise. We start from equation (34) and define R = R/ 1 + Σ 2 .
Upon definingx = k sgn(z) in (34), replacing z by z/ √ 1 + Σ 2 , and continuing in the same notation as for output noise, we find
Since (43) can be obtained from (35) by putting λ → 0 and R → R, we immediately obtain for the student field distribution and the training error, respectively [see equations (39) and (42)],
Qk 2 +χr(k) cos(kx) cos
In particular, we can now calculate the student field distribution and the training error for both output noise and Gaussian weight noise, with noise levels such that in both cases λ eff = λ. This guarantees that, at any time, Q, R and E g will have the same values in both cases; it also implies R = R/ √ 1 + Σ 2 = R(1 − 2λ). We then obtain from (39,42,44,45) very similar expressions:
Qk 2 +χr(k) cos(kx) {cos[χ i (k)] + (1 − 2λ)G(kR) sin[χ i (k)]} P gau (x) = dk 2π e
